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Primavera is a collection of sculptural 
coffee tables made with 3D printed 
lightweight foaming bioplastic. Primavera 
explores this new material technology, 
which literally flourishes in the form of 
an iconic family of pieces that evokes 
the floral world and the circularity of the 
seasons.
Organic and fluid shapes combined
with a geometric regularity that symbol-
izes the regeneration of natural cycles. A 
feast of bold colors, sinuous geometries, 
delicate curves that celebrate the new life 
of the material. 
The patterns of each pieces evolve along 
the height, gaining complexity from 
the base to the top and reinforcing the 
pieces.
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Camelia’s sassy curves give a 
fresh yet romantic personality to 
this piece of furniture inspired by 
the botanical emblem of love. 
A feminine soul expressed in a 
peaceful beauty with a contem-
porary twist. 
Three-dimensional and dynamic, 
the evanescent texture and dis-
tinctive graphic note of Camelia 
express passion and gracefulness.

CAMELIA

S/W

.D90 cm

.H40 cm

.10 Kg

COLORS

.white

.grey

.beige

.blue

.turquoise

.purple

.gold

MATERIALS

.LW foaming PLA 

.tempered glass
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Charming but poisonous: this 
flower-inspired table is defined 
by a labyrinthine surface meant 
to portrait the abundance of the 
voluminous Azalea blooms. 
A continuous flow of lines ground 
the table to the floor in an harmo-
nious manner. 
Sibylline enchanter with a dark 
side, Azalea is a twisty and 
eye-catching piece of design with 
a distinctive personality.

AZALEA

S/W

.D90 cm

.H40 cm

.10 Kg

COLORS

.white

.grey

.beige

.blue

.turquoise

.purple

.gold

MATERIALS

.LW foaming PLA

.tempered glass
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The central void is the focal point 
from which the sinuous rays 
draw a graceful and continuous 
pattern. The top is contoured 
by precise curves flowing into 
delicate hues. The dense outline 
of the petals gives strength and 
elegance composing an overall 
delicate harmony. 
Dahlia flower is a timeless symbol 
of elegance and purity. Shadows, 
overlaps, curves: the elaborate 
geometry intrigues the eye with 
emotional perspective effects.

DALIA

S/W

.D90 cm

.H40 cm

.10 Kg

COLORS

.white

.grey

.beige

.blue

.turquoise

.purple

.gold

MATERIALS

.LW foaming PLA

.tempered glass
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S/W

.D90 cm

.H40 cm

.10 Kg

COLORS

.white

.grey

.beige

.blue

.turquoise

.purple

.gold

MATERIALS

.LW foamingPLA

.tempered glass

The body of the table rises in an 
intricate fresh green spiral. The 
ribs bend as if slightly moved 
by the wind in a mesmerizing 
swirl. The top pattern is defined 
by wavy curves reminiscent of 
plant fronds. This design piece is 
inspired by the fern, the oldest 
plant existing on earth. 
Its primordial charm has inspired 
countless popular beliefs, 
mysteries, esoteric meanings.  
A rich heritage celebrated with a 
dynamic and lush furniture piece.

FELCE
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Lightweight materials for Fused Granulate 
Fabrication (FGF)

Our production partners share a focus on 
sustainability and are working on advanced 
materials to pave the way towards a more sus-
tainable additive manufacturing industry.
The Lightweight (LW) PLA is the first material 
of its kind using active foaming technology 
to achieve lightweight, low density parts. This 
technology leads to a production that requires 
less material.



NYXO Visionary Design is an architecture 
and product design studio founded in 2015 
by Mirko and Michele Daneluzzo. NYXO is a 
trans-disciplinary R&D office for the devel-
opment of visionary ideas, specialized in 3D 
printing and in the application of digital com-
putational tools. 

The types of projects range from limited 
editions to serial products, from architectural 
concepts to interiors and art installations at the 
service of multiple industries and collaborating 
with a number of international companies 
including Haier Group, Berkel Group, Officine 
Sandrini, Fly Synthesis. 
 

NYXO’s work has been exhibited at Dubai 
Design Week, the Venice Architecture Biennale, 
the Beijing Biennale, Singapore Design Week 
among the others. Our Primitive Knife is part of 
the permanent collection of the Cooper Hewitt 
Museum in New York.

Colossus, an innovative and application driven 
large-scale 3D printing company located in 
Belgium, is known for it’s gigantic FGF printers 
available as transportable units, and their 
unique focus on recycled materials. 

By constantly expanding their material 
portfolio this agile company is showing the 
possibilities of a new production landscape 
while providing their customers with the latest 
and most innovative materials optimized for 
Colossus Printers. 

Colossus is already known to work closely to-
gether with many of the large material manu-
facturers, but this new high-profile partnership 
with colorFabb has an ambitious and unique 
purpose of bringing the lightweight material 
range to a larger platform.
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